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KGLFL – Under 11 Futsal 

                    2016 
    

  

 

 The Howard School, Derwent Way, Rainham 

Kent, ME8 0BX 
www.thehowardscool.co.uk 

The futsal is being held in the main Sports Hall 

As you come through the main gates, the Howard school entrance is to the right, follow the 
road round and you will  come to the reception in front of you. Take a left up onto the 

pathway, go up about  70 metres up and you will see a right hand turning between two 
buildings, which will take you down onto a playground where you can park.  

The sports hall entrance is at the top of the Car Park. 
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Futsal Background 

 

 
 
What is Futsal? 
 
Futsal is an exciting, fast-paced small sided football game that originates from South America in the 1930s. 

It is widely played across the world, and is the small sided football format that is officially recognised by 

both UEFA and FIFA. The nature of the game places a large emphasis on technical skill and ability in 

situations of high pressure, and is subsequently an excellent breeding ground for football competencies that 

can be translated into the 11-a-side format of the game. Many of the top world class footballers played 

Futsal in their youth and credit it with supporting their footballing development. Players of the calibre of 

Pele, Zico, Ronaldinho, Kaka, Lionel Messi to name but a few of the South American legends all played and 

enjoyed Futsal. But Futsal has not just helped produce South American football stars, on the European 

stage Cristiano Ronaldo, Iniesta, Xavi, Fabregas amongst many others have played Futsal to develop their 

skills.Futsal began in Uruguay and Brazil where the large crowded cities and a shortage of playing pitches 

forced a football mad populace to play small sided football and in 1936 the first rules emerged. Futsal was 

the name chosen by FIFA, which is simply a combination of the Spanish words for ‘hall’ (Sala) and ‘football’ 

(Futbol): hence ‘Futsal’. Futsal is a five-a-side game, normally played on a flat indoor pitch with hockey 

sized goals and a size 4 ball with a reduced bounce. It is played to touchlines and all players are free to 

enter the penalty area and play the ball over head-height. KGLFL Festival Games are 10 minutes per 

half).There are a number of differences to our traditional 5 a Side version of small sided football, but the 

dominant elements are the absence of rebound boards and amendments in the laws that encourage and 

foster skilful, creative play above the physical contact that tends to be a feature of English five-a-side. 
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Futsal - The Rules 

The Pitch 
Futsal is played on a marked pitch and the ball can go out of play 
 

Head Height 
There are no height restrictions 
 

Substitutions 
Up to 12 players can be used in one match and there is no limit on how long a player must stay on 
or off the pitch. Players must enter and leave the field of play from in front of the respective team’s 
bench. 
 

Kick In 
In order to restart the game after a ball has gone out of play the ball is kicked back into play from 
the touchline and from corners. The ball must be placed stationary on the touchline and the feet of 
the player taking the kick-in must not cross the line. 
 

The Four Second Rule 
For kick-ins, free kicks, goal clearances and corner kicks the player in possession of the ball has 4 
seconds to restart play which the referee will count with their fingers in the air. If play isn’t restarted 
within four seconds possession is surrendered to the opposing team. The goalkeeper is not 
allowed to control the ball for more than 4 seconds in his/ her own half. 
 

The Five Metre Rule 
Players are required to keep 5m from the player in possession of the ball on free kicks, corners, 
goal clearances, kick-ins and penalties. 
 

Goalkeepers 
Goalkeepers are allowed to come out of (and players are allowed to go into) the penalty area. 
 
A restart from the goalkeeper must be thrown out, but the goalkeeper can use their feet to 
distribute the ball from open play. 
 

Back Passes 
Once the goalkeeper has played the ball she cannot touch the ball again unless an opposition 
player has touched the ball or if the goalkeeper is passed the ball in the opponents half. 
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Accumulated Fouls 
Each team will be allowed to give away 5 direct free kicks in each half of the game, then on the 
sixth foul a direct kick will be awarded to the opposing team and the defending team is not allowed 
to position any players (other than the goalkeeper) between the ball and the goal. The kick may be 
taken from the 10m mark or, if the foul was committed closer to the goal than the 10m mark, then 

the kick may be taken from the position where the foul took place. (Not to be used for KGLFL 
Futsal) 
 

Duration 
 Matches are played with a stopping clock (real-time) whereby the clock will be stopped whenever 

the ball goes out of play or when there is a stoppage in the game. (Not to be used for KGLFL 
Futsal) 
 
The Futsal games shall consist of 2 halves of 10 minutes. 
 

Timeouts 
Each team is permitted one timeout of 60 seconds each half. 
 

 
2016/17 KGLF Match Day Regulations 
 

 Teams must wear their nomal match day kit, including shin pads 

 Only flat soled Non Marking Trainers / Futsal Trainers must be worn, no astro’s or other 

form of football footwear is permissible. 

 Teams are to arrive 15 minutes before their allotted kick off time & wait in the team viewing 

area next to the pitch 

 There is no need to bring any equipment, such as balls etc, all this will be provided by the 

league 

 Match day or referee score cards do not need to be filled out. 

 Spectators from the teams playing are to be given priority in the viewing area, once your 

daughters game has finished please allow other parents to view the next game. 

 FA Respect Rules apply to all concerned 

 

We hope your enjoy and embrace this new development in grass roots football and we welcome 

any feedback you may have for to us to continue to develop these festivals.  


